
Do you agree or disagree with the following statement?

It is difficult for teachers to be both popular (liked by children) and
effective in helping students in learning.

It is obvious that schools are one of the best places where children can
prepare for their future and no one can ever deny the significant role of
teachers in children's life. I totally agree with this statement and some
reasons persuade me to put forward this view which I will explain with a
couple of examples.

First and foremost, behaving strictly towardwith children is one of the
remarkable ways, thereby being successful and it is a given fact that
pupils like this treatment rarely. Not only can kind teachers not behave
strictly but also children do not obedience obeyfrom them, so it cannot
be beneficial for pupils' educating. For instance, by setting upping some
rules for classes such as not coming late after the teacher or being
silent while teaching not only is it practical for children's educating but
also they be familiar with responsibility concepts.

Another striking point is that students cannot cope with working hard or
a lot of homework whereby pupils access achievement and this factor is
conducive to being an unappealing teacher. For example, one of my
friend's friends’ teachers quizzed students every week from the amount
she had taught whereby pupils could get pleasant ideal results in their
final exams.

Last but not least, keeping the class more quite is another point which is
efficient and a third reason why I believe that being both popular and
effective is not attainable fundamentally owing to the fact that schools
are the best place where children can get in touch with their friends for a
long hour, so they keep talking during the class and it makes the class
more chaotic, so teachers should be more aggressive to be able to
keep the class quiet and this places is not children's favorite. For
instance, a few months ago, I read a magazine which wrote about the
positive impact of the classroom silence and students' learning.

To cut a long story short, although popular teachers are always stick in
pupils’ minds, according to the above reasons the effective ones are
more appropriate for their future.


